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Brake Hose and Line Inspection 
Meet NATEF Task:  (A5-B-6) Inspect brake lines and flexible hose for faults and determine 

necessary action.  (P-1) 

 
Name _______________________________   Date ___________  Time on Task __________ 
  
Make/Model/Year _________________   VIN ________________   Evaluation:   4    3    2    1         
 
 
_____  1.  Hoist the vehicle safely. 
 
_____  2.  Remove all four wheels.     
 
 
_____  3.  Carefully inspect the flexible brake hoses on the 

     left front, right front, and rear (one or two 
     flexible hoses) for the following: 

 
  _____  Leaks   OK ___   NOT OK ___  Which hose(s)? ___________________ 

 
_____  Kinks   OK ___   NOT OK ___  Which hose(s)? ___________________ 
 
_____  Cracks  OK ___   NOT OK ___  Which hose(s)? ___________________ 
 
_____  Bulges or wear   OK ___   NOT OK ___  Which hose(s)? ____________ 

 
_____  4.  Carefully inspect the steel brake lines from the master cylinder to the junction with the  
      flexible brake lines and check for the following: 
 

_____  Leaks   OK ___   NOT OK ___  Fault location? ___________________ 
 
_____  Dents   OK ___   NOT OK ___  Fault location? ___________________ 
 
_____  Loose fittings or supports   OK ___   NOT OK ___   
 

Fault location? ___________________ 
 
_____  5.  Based on the inspection, what is the necessary action? ________________________ 
 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________________________ 
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